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T h e story of the Jews of Newport was filled with the terror and
persecution of the Spanish and Portuguese Inquisitions. After being
ostracized from Brazil and New Amsterdam in 1658, and having heard
of the religious freedom offered by Roger Williams, the Jews made
their way to Newport, Rhode Island.
These settlers were educated, with a background in science, culture,
economy, and politics and therefore were recognized and respected by
all local groups. At this time Jews, not allowed to engage in commerce
because of the British edicts, therefore undertook agrarian responsibilities.
As these acts caused much hardship for the Jews, many left Newport
not long after their first arrival. In 1663, however, King Charles II of
England proclaimed religious freedom as the basis of individual rights;
and in 1677 there was once again evidence of a Jewish community when
a plot of land was purchased for a cemetery (Pig. 1).
As the years progressed, the Jewish community strengthened, and
many Jews became involved in trade—local, foreign, and intercolonial—
which began to show indications of success. Other Jews were soap
boilers, workers in brass, and merchants.
In the early part of the eighteenth century a large group of Jews
arrived from Curasao in the West Indies. Previously having lived in
Holland and having skills in commercial endeavors, the Dutch government asked them to aid the settlement of Curasao to improve the
commerce and well-being of the island. T h e Jews found Newport to
be a flourishing city with potential to become a bustling metropolis.
T h e local Jews were also active in manufacturing. In 1705 Jews
introduced the manufacture of soap into the colonies, established iron
and brass foundries, and engaged in tailoring and silvercrafting. T h e
Rivera family built the first spermaceti factory in Rhode Island, which
soon surpassed other industries. Moses Lopez engaged in the manufacture of potash, and James Lucena introduced the true method of
making Castile soap. Aaron Lopez, the colonial "Merchant Prince",
had many ships venturing to all corners of the earth for trade. All of
these industries encouraged economic prosperity and more commercial
activity.
Read at the Annual Meeting of the Friends of Touro Synagogue, National Historic
Shrine, Inc., August 27, 1972.
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Thus, the Jews contributed to the prosperity of the Newport community, often working with non-Jews on projects of organization which
proved to be successful. Jacob Isaacks, a local Jew, is reputed to have
found a method of distilling fresh water from the ocean. He prepared
a bottle and presented it to President Washington. It was submitted
to the House of Representatives in 1791 and given to Thomas Jefferson
for evaluation; however, this invention proved to be unsatisfactory.
T h e Jewish businessmen were precise and scrupulous in their dealings,
which gave them respect and reverence from the Christian community.
T h e Jews of Newport were no different from the other local inhabitants in apparel and appearance. T h e wealthier men wore aristocratic
dress with the white wig, but few grew beards. A German officer
remarked that these Jews were "not like ours known by their beards
and clothes but dressed like other men, and their women are in the
same French style as the women of other religions."
In 1759 the Newport Jews undertook the responsibility of building
a synagogue and a school for the religious instruction of their children.
Although they lacked the necessary funds, various appeals were made to
different congregations. T h e synagogue was completed and dedicated
in 1763, designed by Peter Harrison, the noted colonial architect, who
combined the Georgian style of architecture and the traditional synagogue
of the Spanish-Portuguese Jews (Fig. 2).
These Jews also contributed to the development of colonial art and
culture. Before the American Revolution, Gilbert Stuart was encouraged
by the Newport Jews to continue his painting because they recognized
his ability and genius.
When the Redwood Library was founded in 1747, many prominent
Jews such as Moses Lopez, Jacob Rodrigues Rivera, and Abraham Hart
were among its first members. Other Jews donated money for the purchase of books.
Upon arrival in 1658, the early Jewish settlers are said to have introduced the craft of Masonry on this continent and worked the degrees
in private homes. About a hundred years later, King David's Lodge
and St. John's Lodge were formed, with a large Jewish membership in
both lodges. Moses Seixas, a prominent Jewish citizen, helped to establish the Grand Lodge of Masons in Rhode Island. He also organized
the Bank of Rhode Island and carried on the business at his home.
T h e position as cashier of the bank was held until his death in 1818.
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Fig. 1. Jews' Cemetery (1972).
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Fig. 2. Touro Synagogue (1972)

Fig. 3. Aaron Lopez House on Thames Street before demolition.
(Old photograph in the Newport Historical Society.
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Fig. 7. Jacob Rodrigues Rivera House, before demolition.
photograph in the Newport Historical Society.)

Fig. 8.

Samuel Lopez House, before demolition.
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Fig. 9. Nathaniel Hart House, moved
back from 53 Washington Street and
turned end on. It was owned briefly by
Abraham Rodrigues Rivera.

Fig. 10. Isaac Touro's House at
46 Division Street.

